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Ataturk airport flight information screen

Thanks to my perfectionist ways, I tend to do pretty well at airports. I arrive early, wearing slip-on shoes that are easy to get on and off at safety, organizing my carry-on items well and constantly checking the departure board for changes related to my flight. But in the same way some travelers are always on the hunt for discounted
getaways, my travel obsession of late is studying new strategies to handle the airport experience. Fortunately, there are others out there like me, and they've shared their tips to hack your way through the airport. Here are five tips and recommendations that I've found particularly helpful lately: Take screengrabs of your mobile boarding
pass: This great article on the New Zealand Stuff website reminded me how finicky some apps can be – and that Murphy's Law dictates that you get the most trouble when you're just about to approach a security officer in line at the airport. Avoid such problems by screengrab your boarding pass and displaying it. It's likely to be much
easier to open a photo folder on your phone than to rely on the airline's app to work exactly when you need it. Pack your chipper socket in your carry-on: There's nothing more frustrating than desperately needing to charge your phone at the airport, but find all the drawers are busy. Insider intelligently suggests packing a slot splitter that
turns one drawer into two. Then just ask another strapped device addict to share the socket and both you charge. Outlet splitters cost just a few dollars and are widely available. Download airport apps: I have a lot of airline apps on my phone along with GateGuru, but I never thought I'd download apps for airports themselves. Airplane
News' 10 Common mistakes you make at the airport reminded me to download airport apps too. I found it particularly useful on a recent trip to look for a decent place to eat and find alternative toilets when one near my gate was closed for cleaning. Tune in to your brainwaves: In a recent Article Inc. 10 Tips from travel experts, flight
attendants and other frequent flyers, an executive in South Carolina recommends a noise reduction and stress relief app called Brain Wave, and I'm totally addicted. Not only is it great for cooling the plane, but I've also found it helps me deal with the anxious masses at the gate. Choose airport security lines on the left: I should have known
this because I'm left-handed, but somehow it slipped my mind: Because most people are right-handed, they tend to pull on the right-hand security line. So it's likely that the lines left will be shorter, according to our own 18 Best Airport Hacks. This tip has been around for a while, but it's still holding fast and truthfully. What is your best
airport hack? We select everything we recommend and select items through testing and reviews. Some products are sent to us for free without motivation favorable review. We offer our unbiased unbiased and do not accept a refund for the examination of the products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of
publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. Most seasoned travelers have the go-to tricks for finding flight deals, but no matter how many Google Flight alerts or Hopper trackers you've set up, the reality is that some airports only offer cheaper international flights than others. To help figure out which
airports offer the best deals, the team behind Scott's Cheap Flights newsletter crunched the numbers, analyzing about 7,000 flights of stores that sent members last year, across more than 150 airports. The winner's list was a bit of what you'd expect: busy airports in major cities on both coasts offered the cheapest international flights. In
the first place was, to little surprise, New York City's John F. Kennedy Airport. Scott's cheap flights sent more than 400 stores out of JFK last year-averaging more than one per day-even though it's only 10. busiest airports in the U.S. Five other coastal hubs were close behind: Los Angeles International (353 stores in 2018), Gen. Edward
Lawrence Logan of Boston (342), San Francisco International (336), Newark Liberty International in New Jersey (330) and Washington Dulles International Airport (246) moved to the top of the list. In the Midwest, only O'Hare International in Chicago (298) secured a place in the top ten, but its central location makes it easier to connect
before hopping on a long-haul international flight. Rounding out the top 10 are three Florida airports, including Miami International Airport (295), Orlando International Airport (226), and Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport (219), which make Florida the most deal-friendly state. So, if you're based near any of these airports in a
city like Tampa, Jacksonville, or even as far away as Atlanta, a trip or short flight to a moderate additional airport may well be worth the savings. As regards airports at the other end of the spectrum, the model for least commercial airports follows a similar logic. Smaller airports offer as few shops as possible, probably because they offer as
few international flights as possible. The worst title went to Piedmont Triad International Airport in Greensboro, North Carolina, which had just 22 stores last year, with Northwest Florida Beaches International Airport in Panama City, Florida (26 stores) and Gerald R. Ford in Grand Rapids, Michigan (also 26) next on the list. The full list can
be found here. If your airport is ranked among the worst, don't panic yet. Many of the worst airports are short, hourly flights from some of the hubs listed on the best list. So instead of limiting your search to your local airport, search for offers from larger, relatively nearby airports, and then book a separate connecting flight to get there.
Another effort is worth it: travelers save an average of $550 dollars when booking deals from according to Scott's Cheap Flights.Once in a while, though, you can catch much of the nearest airport–just keep your eyes peeled and don't sleep for a special occasion when it comes. Remember, you have 24 hours to cancel a flight from the
U.S. with a full refund, so when it comes to flight offers, it's best to book first and plan later. (Learn our tricks to find cheap flights here. Kathleen, I just had to comment on the recent letter-to-the-editor that you published... the one where this guy wrote to say, 'I'm confused by how you and others describe the airport experience in the United
States. In your recent article, you'll actually use the terms 'excruciating' and 'horror stories.' why? I just don't see it. I travel extensively throughout the United States and have for many years. Sure, sometimes, long lines. But I plan on it. But I never find the process invasive, difficult, humiliating... It's just a process. Body scanners are fast,
easy and painless (and for life I don't see why anyone would find them embarrassed). The questions are predictable. And since I follow their simple rules, I never have a problem... The difference of opinion between you and this reader is interesting. I find that if you travel frequently in the United States, you start to become immune to what
I think, like you, is an intolerable process. In my extensive journey outside the States, it's a markedly different experience when going through airport screening. I keep my belt, keep my shoes on, my laptop stays in his case, and I'm not worried about fluids. So when I go to the United States, it's doubly annoying, given the contrast with
other countries. As for why some people are embarrassed, it's because some find new American technology too intrusive and revealing. Just look at this article from CBS News, which gives a good example of why. The link is legit... -Lee Harrison, Latin America correspondent Continue reading: Where to hold foreign currency bank
deposits Comments Photo: Bruce Bennett (Getty Images)When you book a flight through a travel booking site like Vayama or Google flights, I hope you're getting the best deal, but here's the catch: Many low-cost airline carriers prevent their flights from appearing on some of these third-party travel websites. Are you currently jabbed in a
midriff elbow duel by strangers? You must be ... Read moreJetblue flights ago, for example, will not show up on booking sites like Vayama or SmartFare.com. Meanwhile, Southwest flights generally won't show up on any third-party travel sites, meaning you might be losing out on a cheaper option-or just a destination that you'd rather go
to if it was an available option. To see all local departures, try using FlightsFrom.com - a website that compiles direct flights departing from all over the world. By selecting an airport, you can check each departure that flies there on a given day (and up to nine months); it's useful when booking from obscure destinations that rely on regional
airlines, as recommended in this week's Recomendo Newsletter. For FlightsFrom.com of flights from Hagfors, Sweden, 1st meanwhile, a Google Search Flights for the same date will come up empty. G/O Media can get a commissionScreenshot: FlightsFrom.comPart of its appeal is that it simply makes it easier to travel to plan; the
departure times of each non-stop flight are displayed in the list and without sponsored ads. If you want to leave at a certain time of day and you don't have a goal in mind, FlightsFrom.com is also a useful tool because it organizes your entire list based on your departure time. On the other hand, as useful as it is, a FlightsFrom.com not take
into account fares. So be sure to compare your results with those found on other sites. (Skyscanner is another good resource even if they have ads.) Screenshot: FlightsFrom.comFor more from Lifehacker, be sure to see us on Instagram @lifehackerdotcom. @lifehackerdotcom.
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